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1. INTRODUCTION 

The equipment selection process begins at the conception of mine development. In many industries, 
materials handling represents a significant component of the operational cost, making equipment 

selection a major challenge to management.  

Lizotte [1] affirmed that equipment selection affects economic considerations in open-pit design, 
particularly showing overburden, waste rock and ore mining costs and cost escalation parameters as a 

function of plan location and depth. Mining costs are a function of site conditions, operating scale and 

equipment. The purpose of equipment selection is to select equipment that can operate optimally. 

Equipment selection is one of the most important aspects of open pit design. Mining costis mainly 

affected by the number and capacity of equipment. Equipment selection for open-pit mines is a major 

decision, which in turn, impacts greatly on the economic viability of an operation [2].Models for 

equipment selection and evaluation described by Celebi [3] were aimed at selection of the equipment 
fleet on the basis of minimizing the unit stripping cost and maximizing production. 

Mining trucks, also referred to as haul trucks or road trucks, are used to haul (transport) the ore or 

waste material from the loader to the dumpsite. In most cases, these vary from 36 tons to 315 tons. 
The size and cost of operating mining trucks are directly proportional to its tray capacity, while the 

speed at which the truck can travel is inversely proportional to its capacity. As with loaders, the 

variety of truck types differs according to their reliability, maintenance requirements, productivity and 

operating cost. The mine environment greatly affects the performance of a truck. For example, 
“rimpull" affects the forward motion of the truck. Rimpull is the natural resistance of the ground to 

the torque of the tyre, and is equal to the product of the torque of the wheel axle and the wheel radius. 

Manufacturers supply pre-determined rimpull curves for their trucks to enable a satisfactory 
calculation of truck cycle times. The rimpull curves delineate the increase in road resistance as the 

truck increases speed [4]. 

Also, the softness of the road soil creates an effect of rolling resistance (against the truck tyres) that 

reduces the efficiency of the truck in propelling itself forward. Rolling resistance varies significantly 
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at no time during the loading and haulage operation await other trucks, unless there is a problem at the 
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across the road and over time, and is very difficult to estimate. Watering and compressing the roads 

regularly can control and reduce the effects of rolling resistance. Haul grade, which is the incline of 
the haul road, can exacerbate the effects of rolling resistance and rimpull. These parameters, in 

addition to distance travelled, are crucial for the accurate calculation of the truck cycle time [5]. 

The type of loader selected for use in a surface mine depends on the type of mineral to be extracted 

and specifications of the environment, such as the bench height. We must also consider other factors 

in the equipment selection process, particularly, the compatibility of the loaders with selected truck 
fleets. For example, some loaders cannot reach the top of the tray on the larger trucks. Conversely, 

some loader’s capacity exceeds the capacity of the truck. If we are to determine the best truck and 

loader set, then we must model the problem such that we select the truck and loader types 
simultaneously [6]. 

The loading and hauling machines choice are made based on the deposit characteristics and geometry 
of loaders or shovel and trucks. Selection of both loaders or shovels and trucks begins with loaders or 

shovel; this is because trucks performance is influenced more by the loaders choice than vice versa. 

Specific availability and utilization data for loaders or shovel and haulage trucks depends on 
calculation methods and operating maintenance practices used in aparticular situation. The number 

and size of hauling unit (trucks) to loading unit (wheel loaders and hydraulic shovels) need to 

properly match in order to provide the best possible fleet match [7]. 

The combined task of loading and haulage are the fundamental in the mining industry. In the simplest 

scenario, a loading device is used to load fragmented rocks (run-off mine) into a conveying unit, 
which carries the mine run-off to where it will be beneficiated. In addition to the loading and haulage 

of the actual valuable mineral commodity being exploited, many mine operations require loading and 

haulage of large volume of overburden to expose the economically viable deposit. Although, some 

loading and haulage operations such as disposal of mill tailings or replacement of topsoil at strip 
mines are ancillary to the actual production cycle the same principles are applied [8]. 

Generally speaking, the material most commonly handled in the mining industry are rocks that have 
been fragmented either by mechanical or explosive methods. These rocks can be ores containing 
economic materials, they can be saleable mineral products in a fairly undiluted form such as coal, 
phosphate and industrial minerals, or they can be waste rocks that must be excavated to expose the 
economic mineral deposits. Some of the physical properties that affect the handling of materials are 
abrasion, adhesion, cohesion, angle of repose, compressibility, bulk density, fragment size, fragment 
shape and void ratio. Fragment size is determined primarily by the method of fragmentation. 
Although any material will have some in-situ moisture content, this property may be altered during 
the materials handling process. The remainder of the properties listed is inherent to specific minerals 
handling system [8]. 

2. FUNDAMENTAL TERMS  

1. Production: Total volume or weight of material to be handled in a specific operation. It can refer to 

either the economic mineral to be produced or the waste minerals. Mineral production is given most 

frequently in units of weight while waste rock is often expressed in units of volume. It is common, for 
example, to refer to total annual production. 

2. Production Rate: The theoretical production volume or weight of a machine per unit of time. It is 

usually expressed on an hourly basis but can be given for other units of time such as shift or a day. 

3. Productivity: The actual production per unit time when all the efficiency and other management 

factors are considered. It can also be referred to as a net production rate, or production per unit of 

labour and time (e.g., tons/employee-shift). 

4. Efficiency: The percentage of estimated production rate that is actually handled by a machine. 

Reduction in production rate can be related to the machine itself, personnel, or job condition. The 
efficiency factor can be as the average number of minutes worked as full production in one hour 

divided by 60 minutes  

5. Availability: that portion of a scheduled producing time that a machine is mechanically ready to 

work  

6. Utility: That portion of the available time that a machine is actually working.  

7. Capacity: refers to the volume of a material that a loading or haulage unit can hold at any point in 

time (e.g., volume of a loading machine bucket or a truck bed).  
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2.1. Factors for Consideration in Equipment Selection  

Four groups of factors largely determine the selection of excavating equipment (the discussion applies 
specifically to surface equipment but the factor are applicable to underground as well) [9]. 

1. Performance factor: This relates to machine productivity, and includes cycle speed available force 

(power), digging range bucket capacity, travel speed and reliability. 

2. Design factor: The design factor provides insight into the quality and effectiveness of detail design, 

including the sophistication of human-machine interface for operators and maintenance personnel, 
the level of technology employed and the kind of control and power available. 

3. Support Factor: Sometimes overlooked in machine evaluation, support factors are reflected in 

servicing and maintenance. Ease for servicing, special skills involved, parts availability and 

manufacturer’s support are important considerations. 

4. Cost Factor: Probably the most quantitative (and ultimate) factor, costs are determined by standard 

estimating procedures for large mining and construction equipment. If reasonable assumption as to 
life interest rate, inflation, fuel and maintenance are made then results should be meaningful. The 

customary basis is to use unit costs all computed on an s/hr. and converted to s/ton (s/ton) or s/yd
3
 

(s/m
3
). 

2.2. Selection of Loading and Haulage Equipment  

2.2.1. Calculations for selection of Shovel Excavator (Loading and Haulage Equipment) 

 Practical consideration of the following three factors is important in choosing the right size of a 

shovel or any single –bucket excavator: 

 Time factor 

 Operational factor 

 Bucket fill factor  

2.2.1.1. Time Factor  

It is the percentage availability of the equipment in unit time, which could be an hour or a shift. If the 

equipment is available 55minutes/hour, and 7 hours in a shift of 8 hours, then it is considered as 

favorable situation. Under the average condition, availability of 50minutes/hour is common but when 
if falls to 40 minutes/hour or below it, the condition is considered as unfavorable .The value of this 

factor is an overall reflection of management‘s efficiency. Time factor TF=Effective minutes available 

every hour/60 

Table2.2. Parameters for Choosing Time Factor 

 Spot Time(min) Dump Time(min) 

CONDITIONS TRUCKS TRAILERS TRUCKS TRAILERS 

Favorable 0.15 0.15 1.0 0.3 

Average 0.30 0.50 1..3 0.6 

Unfavorable 0.50 1.00 1.8 1.5 

(Source: Anon, 1981) 

2.2.1.2. Operational Factor (OF) 

This is a reflection of working conditions that include layout, matching equipment meant for loading 

(mucking), transportation, crushing, etc. This also takes into account the services in terms of lighting, 
ventilation (comports), heat, humidity or any other factor that affects the performance of the 

equipment, including the operator’s efficiency. To apply corrections, usual guideline is mentioned 

below. 

Table2.3. Parameter for selection Operational Factor 

Condition Correction% 

Favorable 80 

Average 70 

Unfavorable 60 and below 

Source: Anon [10] 
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2.2.1.3. Bucket Fill Factor (BF) 

It is the percentage of rated bucket capacity (m
3
) to the one which will actually be delivered in a 

working cycle. It is based on the degree of fragmentation, or size of material to be filled in, and also 

bucket teeth or replaceable cutting edge or lip. Given below are the guidelines proposed by the 

caterpillar in m
3
. 

To select the bucket size from the table (supplied by the manufacturer such as the Table 2.4), use the 

higher value (of the production range given in the table) if expected fragmentation is good, and low if 

the value is to be of average rank. 

Table2.4. Parameters for choosing Bucket Capacity 

Materials Fill Factor (%) 

Loose Material Fill Factor        

Mixed Moist Aggregates 95-100% 

Uniform Aggregates up to 3 mm (1/8”) 95-100 

3 mm – 9 mm (1/8” – 3/8”) 90-95 

12 mm – 20 mm (1/2” – ¾”) 85-90 

24 mm (1”) and over 85-90 

Blasted Rock 

Well Blasted 80-95% 

Average Blasted 75-90 

Poorly Blasted 60-75 

Other 

Rock Dirt Mixtures 100-120% 

Moist Loam 100-110 

Soil, Boulders, Roots 80-100 

Cemented Materials 85-95 

Factors to be Considered  

Favorable 20 

Average 90 

Unfavorable 60 

Source: Anon [10] 

Note: Loader bucket fill factors are affected by bucket penetration, breakout force, rack-back angle, 

bucket profile and ground engaging tools such as bucket teeth or bolt-on replaceable cutting edges. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Collection of Data 

The following data were collected from the site of the quarry (HHL Nigeria limited, Ogun State): 

Table3.1. Data Collected from the site 

Required production capacity 10000 tons 

Operating period 8h.ft/day 

Material condition Well blasted granite 

Operating condition  Favorable 

Effective working time per hour 50min 

Working hours per day 8 hours including 1 hour rest 

Break 1.3 

Cycle Time  15 min 

Spotting condition 0.5min 

3.2. Equipment Available and other Working Parameters at the Site  

Table3.2. Equipment available at the HHL Nig. Limited  

Required production capacity 10,000 tons 

Operating period  One shift per day 

Material condition Well blasted granite 

Operating condition Favorable 

Effective working time per hour  50 min 
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Working hour per day 8 hours including 1 hour break time 

Relative weight of granite 1.3 

Cycle time  15 mins 

Spotting time 0.5 min 

Number of truck  4 (55tons) 

Number of shovel excavator  One (15yd
3
) bucket 

3.3. Calculation of the Loading and Haulage Operation 

Loading Time (TL)   = 
          

                           
 

                                                     = 
         

    
    

                                                     = 
    

    
 

Loading time (TL)   =  2.2 min/truck 

Spotting time (TS)   =  0.5 

Loading and spotting Time = (2.2+0.5) min 

                         = 2.7 min 

CYTmin ≤ NT (Tl+Ts) 

15min ≤ 4 (2.7) 

15min ≤ 10.8 

But 15 minutes is not less than or equal to 10.8 minutes, therefore the cycle is not satisfactory and the 

excavator is excessively waiting for the trucks. 

Hence, 15min −10.8min  =4.2 min. 

 

Figure3.2. Graphical representation of 5 trucks with loading and spotting of 3.9 

The loader does not wait but the truck will have to queue for 4.5 minutes before they are loaded. 

From the result obtained, it can be observed that for the 5 trucks of 85 tons each, hauling of granite at 

a loading and spotting  time of 3.9, the trucks will have to queue for 4.5 minutes to be loaded but the 
waiting time is not excessive. This complies with the inequality CTYmin ≤ NT (TL + TS).  

With 4 trucks of loading time of 2.7 in operation cycle of 15 min, the loader will be waiting for the 

truck which does not conform to the inequality CTYmin ≤ NT (TL + TS). 

It can be seen that productivity is a complex subject, dependent on a wide range of factor. The type of 
material mined and the method used to mine it are both fundamental to the range of productivity 

achievable. 
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4. CONCLUSION  

In conclusion, the quarry (HHL Nigeria limited, Ogun State) has a proven reserve deposit to achieve 

their production capacity, but improper equipment selection is a hindrance to the required or targeted 

production output. One excavator and four dump trucks of 15 min cycle time cannot be synchronized. 

RECOMMENDATION   

It should be realized that once the conceptual and engineering design and scheduling for the loading 

and haulage operation have been completed, there should be enough information on size, type and 

number of loading and haulage equipment which can be synchronized together to meet a targeted 
production rate within a stipulated working time. 

Therefore we recommend that for the company to meet the targeted 10,000 tons of granite per day 

there is need to use or provide the: 

1. Right size of bucket excavator; 

2. Right size of trucks; 

3. Right number of trucks; and 

4. Spares in case of breakdown of equipment. 
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